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The lithium Li-rich cathode material Li1.2Ni0.15Co0.10Mn0.55O2 was prepared by one combined method of
coprecipitation and solid phase sintering. The morphology, phase and electrochemical properties of the
samples at different precipitation times were tested by SEM, XRD, battery test system and electrochemical
workstation. The results show that the morphology and electrochemical properties of the prepared cathode
materials can be effectively controlled by controlling the precipitation time during the coprecipitation process.
At the precipitation time of 8h, the precursor prepared has regular morphology and the best dispersibility.
Under the voltage range of 2.0-4.8V and 0.1C, the retention rate at 50-cycle capacity is 80.0%, and the
-1
discharge specific capacity at 5C can reach 131 mAh·g ; at the same time, the sample prepared at this
precipitation time has a lower electrochemical transfer resistance of 159 Ω. Through this study, it is verified
that the control of the precipitation time in the coprecipitation process can effectively regulate the structure of
the cathode material and improve its electrochemical performance.

1. Introduction
In recent years, thanks to their high specific capacity, li-rich manganese based cathode materials xLi2MnO3(1x)LiMO2(M=Ni, Co, Mn, etc.) have attracted much attention, and become one of the ideal cathode materials.
Different preparation methods, synthesis processes, selected raw materials, etc. all have a great influence on
the morphology and properties of li-rich cathode materials (Kong et al., 2015).
The coprecipitation method + high temperature solid phase sintering method has great advantages in
synthesizing materials and controlling production costs (Chi et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2016). At present, most
scholars pay attention to the influence of sintering time and sintering process on morphology and
performance. However, in the preparation process of coprecipitation, the precipitation time shall affect the size
and shape of the sample, and further influence the material properties, which has been rarely discussed in
related studies.
Based on this, the li-rich cathode material Li 1 . 2 Ni 0 . 15 Co 0 . 1 0 Mn 0 . 5 5 O 2 was synthesized by the combination of
coprecipitation method and high temperature solid phase sintering method in this paper, and the effects of
precipitation time on the morphology and phase of the precursor were studied by SEM and XRD. Then,
Electrochemical testing was conducted to mainly study the effect of precipitation time on the charge-discharge
property and cycle life of the precursor. This study shall provide guidance for the preparation of high
performance li-rich cathode materials by coprecipitation + high temperature solid phase sintering (Zhao et al.,
2013; Zheng et al., 2014).
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2. Experiments
2.1 Material preparation
2.1.1 Preparation of precursors
Firstly, 1000ml of solution with a total metal cation concentration of 2 mol/L, and a sulfate solution of Ni, Co,
and Mn were prepared at a molar ratio of Ni-Co-Mn 0.1625:0.1625:0.675. Then, 1000ml Na2CO3 solution at 2
mol/L and 1000ml ammonia water at 1 mol/L were separately prepared. The reaction was carried out in a
“coprecipitation reactor”, and the solution was added to the glass double-layer reactor at a rotation speed of
500r/min according to the reaction stoichiometric ratio, while adding a certain amount of ammonia water, by
strictly controlling the flow rate of the solution, and the reaction pH value at about 8.2. When the transition
metal salt solution was completely added to the precipitant solution, it’s recorded as the time zero. After
making reaction at 50 ° C for 2 h, 4 h, 6 h, 8 h, 10 h and 12 h (respectively referred to as S-2, S-4, S-6, S-8, S10 and S-12), it’s washed with hot deionized water for 5 to 7 times until the pH of the solution is close to
neutral. Finally, it was dried at 80 °C for 12h to obtain a carbonate precursor of the mixed metal of Ni, Co, and
Mn.
2.1.2 Lithium sintering
The precursor of Ni0.1675Co0.1625Mn0.675CO3 and lithium hydroxide (LiOH) were mixed. The molar ratio of Li to
the total metal cations in carbonate was 1.5:1, and the excess of Li source was 5%. Lithium hydroxide was
added and milled at 500 rpm for 2h. Then, it was placed in a box-type resistance furnace, heated to 850°C at
the temperature rise of 20° C/min in an air atmosphere, and kept for 12h. Finally, it’s cooled to room
temperature with a furnace to obtain a li-rich cathode material Li 1 . 2 Ni 0 . 1 5 Co 0 . 1 0 Mn 0 .5 5 O 2 .
2.2 Micromorphology and phase characterization
The 1530Vp scanning electron microscope by Germany LEO was adopted to characterize the surface
morphology of the sample (acceleration potential 5 kV). The morphology of the sample was observed using a
Tecnai G2 20 S-TWIN type transmission electron microscope of German FEI company. The phase
composition of the sample was analysed using a D8 ADVANCE automatic X-ray diffractometer by German
Drucker: X-ray source is Cu Kα (1486.6 eV, λ = 0.15406 nm), the operating potential is 30 kV, the current is 30
kV and 30 mA, the step length is 0.5°, and the diffraction angle is 10°≤2θ≤80°.
2.3 Battery assembly and electrochemical property test
The prepared positive electrode materials Li 1 . 2 Ni 0 . 15 Co 0 . 1 Mn 0 . 5 5 O 2 , PVDF, Ks-6, and super P were mixed in
an appropriate amount of NMP at a ratio of 24:3:2:1. The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 3 hours
to obtain a well-proportional pasty mass, which was uniformly coated on an aluminium foil and vacuum-dried
in a drying oven at 120°C for 12 hours. After rolling on the roller press under a pressure of about 12MP, the
rolled material was placed on a battery slicer to obtain the desired electrode slice with a diameter of 14 mm.
The negative electrode is made of lithium metal plate, the Celgard 2400 porous polyethylene film is used as
the membrane, and the electrolyte is LiPF6 at 1mol/L; the solvent is ethylene carbonate (EC), dimethyl
carbonate (DMC), methyl ethyl carbonate (EMC), with a volume ratio of 1:1:1. Finally, the CR2025 button
battery was assembled (Yu et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2018).
The battery was subjected to constant current charge and discharge test using the current test system of
Wuhan Landian Electronics Co., Ltd, and the charge and discharge voltage range was 2-4.8V. The
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy of the material was tested by the PGSTAT302N electrochemical
-1
workstation manufactured by Switzerland Metrohm, with the scanning rate of 0.2 mV s , the voltage range of
2-4.8 V, and the electrochemical tests were performed at room temperature of 25 °C.

3. Results and discussions
3.1 Micromorphology and phase
Figure 1 (a-f) show the morphology of Ni-Co-Mn precursor prepared by coprecipitation at different precipitation
times. As the precipitation time prolonged during the preparation of the precursor, the particles became larger,
and the irregular particles gradually crystallized to form a uniform sphere. However, as the precipitation time
was further extended, the spherical particles gradually agglomerated and the dispersibility deteriorated. Figure
1(a) and (b) show that when the precipitation time is less than 4h, the prepared precursor has an irregular
morphology, which is a mixture of small particles and spheres; Figure 1(c), (d), and (e) indicate that when the
precipitation time is 6 to 10h, the prepared precursor is substantially spherical and has a relatively regular
shape. At 8h, the spherical particles have better dispersibility and are more uniform; Figure 1(f) shows very
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serious precursor agglomeration and poor dispersibility when the precipitation time reaches 12h. Through the
analysis of the precursor micromorphology, when the Ni-Co-Mn precursor is prepared by the co-precipitation
method, the particles formed are the most regular and the dispersion is the best at the precipitation time of 8h.

Figure 1: SEMs of precursors prepared by coprecipitation at different precipitation times (a) 2 h(b)4 h(c)6 h(d)8
h(e)10 h(f)12 h
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Figure 2(a) shows that there is no impurity phase in the Ni-Co-Mn precursor prepared without precipitation,
and its structure is the same as that of MnCO3 (PDF#44-1472), which is a trigonal crystal system in the calcite
crystal form.
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Figure 2: Precursor XRD prepared by coprecipitation at different precipitation times (a) 2h (b) 4h (c) 6h (d) 8h
(e) 10h (f) 12h
Through SEM and XRD analysis, it can be seen that the precursor prepared at the precipitation time of 6-10h
was basically spherical, but having the most uniform morphology at 8h. In order to further analyse the effect of
precipitation time on properties, the precursors prepared under the conditions of precipitation time of 6h, 8h
and 10h were respectively subjected to high temperature solid phase sintering, and the electrochemical
properties of the prepared materials were characterized (Lee et al., 2015; Lim et al., 2015; Szklarz et al., 2016;
Yang et al., 2018).
3.2 Electrochemical property
-1
Figure 3 shows the curve of specific discharge capacity cycling at 0.1C current density (1C=200 mA g ) for
samples prepared at different precipitation times. It can be seen from the figure that the initial discharge
-1
specific capacity of the samples prepared at the precipitation time of 6h, 8h and 10h were 215mAh g ,227
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mAh g-1,226 mAh g-1, respectively, and at the precipitation time of 8h, the sample prepared under the
conditions had the highest specific discharge capacity at the first time. After 50 cycles of charge and discharge
-1
-1
-1
at 0.1C, the capacities of samples S-6, S-8 and S-10 were 171 mAh g , 177 mAh g , 172 mAh g ,
respectively. After 50 cycles, the capacity retention rates were 79.5%, 80.0%, and 76.1%, respectively. In
summary, the sample prepared at the precipitation time of 8h has the highest specific discharge capacity and
cycle stability, which is mainly due to the uniform distribution of these sample particles (Wu et al., 2015).
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Figure 3: Cyclic performance of samples prepared at different precipitation times at 2-4.8 V, and 0.1 C (a) 6h
(b) 8h (c) 10h
Figure 4 shows the rate performance of samples prepared at different precipitation times. At 0.1C, 1C, 2C
rate, the discharge specific capacities of S-8 and S-10 were close, and both were higher than S-6, but with the
further increase of the discharge rate, the specific discharge capacity of S-8 was much higher than that of S-6
-1
and S-10; at the large rate of 5C, the specific discharge capacity of S-8 was 131 mAh g , which was 10mAh g
1
-1
and 5mAh g higher than S-6 and S-8 respectively, indicating that the sample prepared at the precipitation
time of 8h has the best rate performance. This is mainly because the uniform morphology is more favourable
for the positive electrode material to maintain the structural stability under the impact of large rate current (Liu
et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2014).
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Figure 4: Rate performance of samples prepared at different precipitation times (a) 6h (b) 8h (c) 10h
The fitting results of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy by Zview are shown in Figure 5. The specific
values are shown in Table 1. Rs characterizes the solution resistance of the reference electrode to the
working electrode, and Rct characterizes the charge transfer resistance of the electrode. It can be seen from
Table 1 that the Rs and Rct of the samples prepared under the precipitation time of 8 h are less than those at
10 h and 6 h, indicating that the sample prepared under the 8h has a smaller interface impedance and charge
transfer impedance (Lin et al., 2015; Mohanty et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2018).
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Figure 5: Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy of samples prepared at different precipitation times (a) 6h
(b) 8h (c) 10h
Table 1: Rs and Rct values of different samples by equivalent circuit fitting
Sample
S-6
S-8
S-10

Rs/ohm
10.9
10.4
10.7

Rct/ohm
203.4
156.9
191.1

4. Conclusions
In the process of preparing the precursor Ni0.1675Co0.1625Mn0.675CO3 by co-precipitation method, the
precipitation time directly affects the morphology of the precursor, further influencing the electrochemical
properties of the material. With the prolongation of precipitation time, the particle size of the precursor material
gradually increases; under the condition of 8h precipitation time, the precursor particles prepared are the most
uniform and the dispersity is the best. The lithium-rich cathode material Li 1 . 2 Ni 0 . 1 5 Co 0 . 1 0 Mn 0 . 5 5 O 2
synthesized by the precursor prepared under this condition after high-temperature solid phase sintering with
lithium has higher discharge specific capacity, cycle stability, rate performance and smaller charge transfer
impedance. Therefore, the structure and electrochemical properties of the lithium-rich cathode material
Li 1 . 2 Ni 0 . 1 5 Co 0 .1 0 Mn 0 . 55 O 2 can be effectively improved by the control of the precipitation time. This also may
provide new ideas for the preparation of other high-performance lithium-rich cathode materials.
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